What Can We
Do For You?

We will provide an individual who will be your designated MEC. He or she will be backstopped by an
extensive group of specialists who are available
through the network. If the job—say a training exercise—needs more than one individual, or if the named
MEC is away, there is always someone to meet the
municipal requirement.

Where Do We Do It?
Our staff provide their own office and communications.
They will visit the municipality at specified times and otherwise will work from their own locations. They will, of
course, always be available for emergency response.
The Q Emergency Coordination Network has a large
team at its’ disposal. As a result, we have been able to
create a duty officer system, which will ensure that you
can reach us 24/7. Our people power also provides
your MEC with the resources and respite required when
operations run over multiple days or weeks.

Our significant numbers and their wide base of experience insures that a specialist is always available for
any given task. For example, while your MEC might
be responsible for your training exercises, we are able
to bring in individuals, with particular expertise in planning and conducting exercises, to assist the MEC.

Municipal

Emergency
Coordination Network

Q Emergency Coordination, through the MEC provided,
can and will do whatever a municipality needs to
establish, maintain or improve its emergency response
capacity. We have a standard package of services that
includes maintaining touch with Council, with staff and
with volunteers; the annual revision and approval of
the Municipal Emergency Plan; training exercises each
year for volunteers, staff and Council; and, as required,
coordination of emergency response. The standard
package is billed as an annual fixed cost retainer.
There are other services that can be made available
on a pay-for-service basis, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

risk analysis
facilitating the preparation of a completely new
Emergency Plan for your community
additional training
building the EOC
staffing your EOC or providing supplemental
support and respite

We pride ourselves on our people power.
Whether they come from our Team or from
Q’s extensive list of collaborators, if it needs
doing, we can get it done for you.
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also offers the following services:

How Much Will It Cost?

•

DFA Facilitation

Packages are tailor-made for municipalities. For example, we recommend two training exercises per year, but
the Province mandates one exercise each 18 months.
Obviously the less training we conduct, the lower the
cost. Call for a discussion of requirements and a tailormade bid.

•

Disaster Recovery Services

•

At Risk Property Acquisitions

•

Project Management

•

Emergency Planning & Exercises

For more information, e-mail info@qworks.biz
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Why Should You Consider
Q’s Network Approach?
Sometimes it is hard to find a suitable candidate
with all the skills or the time for the job. Sometimes
even suitable individuals are strong is some areas
and weak in others. Someone might be a great
plan writer, but challenged by the responsibility
of running an Emergency Operations Centre
(EOC). Often there are problems with availability.
The responsibility then can quickly fall back on
the shoulders of municipal staff or even elected
officials.

Municipal Emergency Coordination Network

Every municipality
is required to have
an emergency
management
program and to
have a designated
emergency
coordinator.

Who Are We?

There are differing
ways to meet these
requirements, but
municipalities
usually appoint a
MEC—a Municipal
Emergency
Coordinator.

Q Collaborations is a long-established
company with a track record in assisting
municipalities with Disaster Financial
Assistance Claims, managing recovery
and creating plans designed to address
the needs of communities when disaster
strikes.

“In our community, the toughest part of
emergency planning is finding volunteers
who are prepared or even capable of
running an Emergency Operations Centre.
The service offered by the Q Emergency
Coordination Network would solve that
problem once and for all.”
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For some time, our clients have shared the challenges
that they face creating and maintaining the ability to
react quickly and efficiently to disaster. In order to
address this need, we decided to expand to provide
emergency coordination services.
We obtained the services of a large number of people
with appropriate military, police and other emergency
response experience and/or with an applicable academic background.
Our people have extensive experience in leadership,
planning, analyzing problems, writing and conducting
training, and finally, in orchestrating disaster response.

The Q Municipal Emergency
Coordination Network can solve
these problems.

“Community volunteers are often hard to
come by when disaster hits. They are mostly
too busy at home, protecting their own
family and their own property. I think this
professional outside sourcing is the answer.
Not to mention that there will be far fewer
questions about preferred treatment when
the Emergency Coordinator has no direct
ties to the community.”
“Our municipalities are spending far too
much time finding Emergency Coordinators
and then having to go through the process
all over again when they lose them.
A service like this would, at very least,
create the continuity that we need.”
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